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Phase 1: Examine the potential biosecurity concerns 
raised by synthesis of Select Agents
(see Report of December 2006)
• --Assess the adequacy of the current regulatory and oversight 

framework
• --Recommend potential strategies to address any biosecurity 

concerns

Phase 2: Identify, assess, and recommend strategies to 
address potential dual use concerns that may arise from 
work being performed in the field of synthetic biology 
(see Report of April 2010)

Synthetic Genomics Working 
Group Charge
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NSABB recommended:
– Development and dissemination 

of harmonized guidance

– Development of standards & 
practices for sequence 
providers to include nucleic 
acid screening

– A review of current biosafety
guidelines to ensure that they 
are adequate for synthetically 
derived DNA

– Consultation with experts to 
develop a predictive framework 
for determining pathogenicity



NSABB recommended:
NSABB oversight paradigm 
should adequately address dual 
use research issues associated 
with synthetic biology*
Oversight should extend beyond 
the boundaries of life sciences 
and academia
Outreach and education 
strategies should engage the 
diverse research communities
USG should include advances in 
synthetic biology in “tech-
watch” endeavors

* Proposed framework for the oversight of dual use life sciences research: strategies for minimizing 
the potential misuse of research information,  NSABB 2007
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Recommendation 1

Oversight: Framework

Synthetic biology should be subject to 
institutional review and oversight since some 
aspects of this field pose biosecurity risks.

…To the extent that synthetic biology 
may present biosecurity or dual use 
research concerns, the NSABB has 
proposed an oversight paradigm that 
should adequately address such issues.. 



October 2010: 
Does this recommendation still apply?

Relevant advances in science and technology…



















Applications
Disease mechanism 
– Synthetically reconstructing natural 

biological systems to explore how 
pathological behaviors may emerge

Drug, chemical production 
– Engineering organisms to produce drugs 

or industrially valuable chemicals
Biosensing
– Designing plants to monitor hazardous 

substances in the environment 



Recent advances in science and 
technology: summary

Growing number of genetic circuits and 
modules; small number that are robust and 
that have predictable behavior
Growing number of successful 
applications, but ~all based on re-
engineered naturally-occurring organisms 
(more “top-down” than “bottom-up”)
Novel scenarios: e.g., combinations of 
synergistic engineered cells 
Capabilities in DNA construction have far 
outpaced capabilities in design













Synthetic bacterial genome,
reverse-engineered

Transplanted into pre-existing cell
Mycoplasma (cell wall-deficient)

Incremental (predicted) advance?
Limited (direct) applicability?

Cell type?
Design issue

Gibson et al: Observations



“Dual Use Research of Concern”

Research that, based on current understanding, can be 
reasonably anticipated to provide knowledge, products, or 
technologies that could be directly misapplied by others to 
pose a threat to public health and safety, agricultural crops 
and other plants, animals, the environment, or materiel





Re-synthesis
± Modification (“Genetic engineering”)
Novel design (“Bottom-up”)

Where are the risks ?

What is “synthetic biology”
(in practical terms) ?
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� Re-synthesis
� ± Modification (“Genetic engineering”)
� Novel design (“Bottom-up”)

Where are the risks ?
Later…

What is “synthetic biology”
(in practical terms) ?
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